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Short Description
There is a trend out there currently in the DIY world for some modders to require cables that have absolutely
no visibility of the ugly red, black and yellow wires commonly found in interior computer cables. At first we
thought the demand was not high enough to support the very high labor and price to produce these cables.
Well, apparently there is such a demand from those modders that have to have the absolutely best looking
cables on the planet.

Description
There is a trend out there currently in the DIY world for some modders to require cables that have absolutely no visibility of the
ugly red, black and yellow wires commonly found in interior computer cables. At ﬁrst we thought the demand was not high enough
to support the very high labor and price to produce these cables. Well, apparently there is such a demand from those modders
that have to have the absolutely best looking cables on the planet. Performance-PCs.com is please to introduce the Uni-sleeve
Cable Series! Now you can order any of your favorite cables for your system where every single wire in individually sleeved! You
can get any color sleeving, heatshrink, and connector in the cables of your choice. If you are a connoisseur of beautifully crafted
cables and superior wire management then these are the cables for you! Choose from the choice of cables below or email us if
there is a special cable or two that you require being Uni-sleeved.
Some notes on the connector colors; all male connectors will be white or black (if any other color is selected for +$2.00). UV Red
and UV Yellow are only available in certain connectors which exclude 24-pin and several others. If in doubt please email ﬁrst.

Cable is fully covered in nylon Techﬂex sleeving and premium heatshrink, colors of your choice!
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Additional Information
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Brand

PPCS

SKU

CABLE-UNI-SLEEVE

Weight

0.4000

Cable Type

Vandal Switch Cable

Length

Various
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